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Sei-ki Soho is one of the few strong lineages in the Japanese Shiatsu tradition.  Having studied with 

Namikoshi and been Masunaga’s primary student for ten years, Kishi had an awakening that took 

him on a separate path.  In the Japanese manner, he parted with his teacher, changed his name and 

called his work, Sei-ki Soho.  Kishi died in 2012 but his work continues to have a huge influence on 

European Shiatsu. 

Sei-ki is a radical development of Shiatsu combining it with reido or ‘soul shining’ from Kishi’s Shinto 

background.  Thus, treatment and diagnosis are inseparable in the dynamic between practitioner 

and client.  Reconceived as an art rather than medicine, Sei-ki restores Shiatsu to its spiritual axis, 

rooted in an understanding of health as hara-culture or our alignment with our original centre.     

Alice Whieldon PhD  

Alice studied closely with Kishi for many years and co-authored Sei-ki: Life in Resonance, the Secret 

Art of Shiatsu 2011.  She offers Sei-ki workshops internationally and teaches and practices Mind 

Clearing and Emotion Clearing in London.  She has an academic background in Philosophy, Theology 

and Feminist Theory.  She has offered Sei-ki workshops for almost 2 decades and taught in the 

Humanities for over 20 years.  She is a former Chair of the Shiatsu Society (UK) and Senior Fellow of 

the Higher Education Academy. 

The Workshop 

Sei-ki is a subtle but powerful practice; changing lives fundamentally.  However, it has long been 

considered difficult and too mysterious to master.  As an art, it requires time and dedication, but the 

rewards are potentially far greater than those of learning Shiatsu on the medical model.  Alice is an 

experienced instructor dedicated to finding ways to assist people in learning this discipline.   

This workshop introduces Sei-ki in the context of Japanese Shiatsu and the wider formal Arts 

including Tea Ceremony which Alice also studies.  You will understand the philosophical basis of the 

work and experience it through demonstration and practice.  You will be given a taste of this 

quintessentially Japanese approach to health and life and invited to explore it as universally valuable 

medicine. 
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